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ported To Be Argentine Quintuplets

Easter Seal Sale County's First Woman Sheriff
To Make All Arrests
Is Scheduled For Plans
Will Call On Male
Young Cripples
Deputy Only "If CusPublic Asked To Aid
Kentucky Commission
In Service To Polio
Victims

tome's Get Too Tough"
Caldwell county's first woman
sheriff, pretty and blonde Mrs.
Pauline Clift, 34, assumed full
responsibility for performance of
all the duties of this important
office today as her husband, one
of the most popular young men
ever to be elected sheriff here,
left for Ft. Benjamin Harrison,
Ind., with 17 others to enter
active service in the Army.
A graduate of Fredonia High
School at the age of 19, Mrs.
Clift is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. S. G. Wigginton, Fredonia.
She married the same year and
they have three children, Barbara Ruth, 14; Nancy Lee, 13,
and Marsh Mitchell, 4.
The new sheriff says she
plans to serve warrants and
make all necessary arrests herself, "unless the customers get
too tough." Then she will call
Deputy
Sheriff A. H.
upon
Blackburn, a former county
judge, or a new male deputy she
hopes soon to hire for part-time
duty.
Already thoroughly familiar
with office work incident to the
sheriff's routine and well acquainted throughout the county,
the personable lady, who weighs
125 pounds, has no qualms about
her ability to cope successfully
with whatever may come up
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School Head, Two
Councilmen, Two Postoffice Employes, Rotary
President Take Test

Caldwell county and PrinceTo find, treat, help and cure
ton sent another large continthousands of crippled children
gent to the Evansville induction
in 1944, the Kentucky Society
center for physical examinations
today, 68 white men in all, infor Crippled Children asks its
cluding a number prominently
friends for $100,000 during its
identified with civic and busiEaster Seal Sale and Memberness affairs of the community.
ship Campaign, March 25—April
Among those going were James
9.
Gordon Lisanby, president of
Rev. John Fox has accepted
the Rotary Club and city atchairmanship of the campaign
torney; Wilson W. Routt, formhere, it was announced by Neil
er assistant county agricultural
Dalton, Louisville, who again
agent; Edward F. Blackburn,
heads the state-wide drive, and
county school superintendent;
R. S. Gregory will serve as
Merle M. Brown, machinest at
Mrs. Mitchell Chit
treasurer.
the Princeton Hosiery Mills;
Diligenti. Failure to find any public record of the multiple births
in
born
the
be
to
quintuplets
reported
are
babies
five
The local drive is sponsored by
,se
while her hi.band is away fight- Robert S. Jacob, chief clerk of
has caused some skepticism. (AP Wirephoto by radio from
:la last July 15 to Senor and Senora Franco Diligenti.
the Under-Privileged Children's
ing for Uncle Sam.
Buenos Aires).
the county War Price and Ramire was given to the press in Buenos Aires by Senor
Committee of the Kiwanis Club.
Sheriff Clift and County Judge tioning Board; Delmar A. Shortt,
"When you gave to the JanHerman L. Stephens join former highway patrolman, Byron Wiluary March of Dimes for childCounty Attorney Sgt. George 0. liams, garage operator; John W.
ren stricken by polio, you helpEldred and his successor, Sgt. Quinn, city councilman; Orrin
ed about 20 percent of the boys
Clauscine Baker, in the Army. Hearne Harralson, secretary of
and girls served by the KenFormer City Judge James H. the Princeton Hosiery Mills, Weltucky Crippled Children ComRatliff also served in the army don D. Ramage, chiropractor;
Princeton's three schools, But- is unimaginable in comfortable
Airmail,
Letters,
Local
Elliot L. Green
mission and its private co-operatbut was discharged for physical Willard A. Moore, insurance adler, Eastside and Dotson, will America."
ing agency, the Kentucky SoWill
Orders
Money
disability.
Stacks of clothing will be coljuster; Noah T. Cole, massour;
im Of Hit-Run
Join next week with all other
ciety for Crippled Children," exCity Treasurer W. E. McCaslin Howard York, mail carrier; Earl
lected at every school by volunCost More
ver Near Princeton schools throughout the State in teer workers, sorted and packed
plained Neil Dalton, who in adwent to the Army today, being L. Adams, postoffice employe;
All first class mail will take dition to being chairman of the
succeeded by his wife, and City Urey Conway Lacey, city counant Elliot L. Green, form- a drive to collect clothing for by others and sent to district
the
of
stamp
instead
a 3-cent
Society's Easter drive is chairAttorney Gordon Lisanby is cilman and insurance agent, and
nt here, was treated for war-stripped Russians, C. A. centers, from which they will
usual two whether sent in town man of the Kentucky State
scheduled for early induction, numerous others.
at Princeton Hospital Horn, superintendent, said Wed- move in carloads to New York
providing he successfully passes
than warehouses for Russian relief. or out beginning Sunday, March Chapter, National Foundation
The complete list of those who
nesday night, after be- nesday. In Kentucky, more
his pre-induction
for Infantile Paralysis.
examination left today for
workers are en- They will be distributed in Rus- 26.
volunteer
5,000
preinduction exby an automobile while
next month.
"Half the money raised in
sia by the Red Cross.
Other postal increases effectrolled in this campaign.
atnination follows:
Eddythe
walking on
"We want every school boy ive that date is the 8-cent air- Kentucky during the polio drive
The quota is five pounds of
Hubert Holloman, Chester Bend, near the Twinkling clothing and one pair of shoes and girl in Kentucky to have a mail for one ounce letters. Spec- will be administered by the
nett, Henry Thompson, William
Crippled
Children
Henry Harrison, Wilson
for each child in the schools, part in this huge collection," ial 8-cent stamps have been de- Kentucky
M.
as brought to the hospital Mr. Horn said. "At least 38,000,- Mrs. Ethridge said, "and we signed but if the stamps should Commission, as official State
Routt, George C. Williams, Everto
other
goes
The
half
Lisanby,
Agency.
and Mrs. Alvin
ett A Crayne, Zalmon E. Clark,
000 persons in Russia are re- want each of them to understand be slow, in coming here, the
ing found in a ditch by turning to their home in towns that in a human, personal way local office will probably use New York for research.
Herbert Morse, Jr., James M.
"The Easter drive of The KenPeach buds were badly
Ministrel and Specialby. He was treated for and villages recaptured from the clothes he gives mean even the old 6-cent airmail stamp
Asher,
damaged by two freezing
injury and concussion the Germans, many of them more to the Russian friends who with a 2 cent stamp. An ex- tucky Society, which is the right
Willie G. Smith, Charles WilOfBe
To
Also
ties
nights this week, W. D.
compound fracture of wearing the same clothes in gratefully receive them than the ception to the 8-cent airmail is arm of the State commission,
son Glenn, Raymond E. Roberts,
Friday
Twice
fered
crippled
all
help
to
funds
raises
at
leg.
Armstrong,
horticulturist
left
Rusto
aid
the airmail going overseas
nes of the
Howard J. Stone, Fred T. Kenwhich they fled 2 years ago," enormous Government
the Experiment Substation
Pupils of Eastside School will
ant Elliott had been on Mrs. Mark Ethridge, State chair- sia receives from the United service men. This will remain children, including polio cases.
nedy, James H. McGowan,Claude
here, said Tuesday, but trees
ent leave from Camp man, said in an appeal for States. The gifts in our clothing six cents for one-half ounce. This The coming Easter campaign is present a play, "Closing Day
Vick, Walter N. Wheeler, James
still have enough live buds
Mo., where he had householders to "give not only drive are individual gifts of en- does not include airmail for a chance for Kentuckians to at Beanville School," specialties
G. Lisanby, Eugene Lane.
help restore any crippled child
to make a fair crop of
der treatment since re- their cast-off clothing, but to couragement and friendship, and camps in the United States.
Willard A. Moore, Delton Holt,
and a ministrel, matinee and
peaches if no further damTwo-cent government enve- in the State to health and hapfrom overseas duty sev- sacrifice good garments they we know that the Russians reRoy E. Gilkey, Merle M. Brown,
night performances, Fr ida y,
age is experienced.
ths ago. He was wear- want to keep, to such brave and ceive them with warm hearts lopes will cost three cents and ;taws."
John E. Herrod, Arnold J. StalThis section suffered less
Since 1924, commission and March 24, at 2:30 and 7:30o...dock,
a 1-cent stamp will be added to
Distinguished Service patient allies whose deprivation and personal gratitude."
lins, John F. Loftus, Jr., Flint
than other parts of-Kentucky
the present stack of 2-cent en- society have furnished free clinic proceeds going to the Red Cross
the Purple Heart, and
McNeely, Robert B. Cummins.
in the cold wave which came
velopes. The penny postcard will examination to 19,398 physically War Fund, Mrs. Hillery Barnett,
other medals for his
Urey C. Lacey, Lemon
F.
the first day of Spring,
not be changed. There will be no handicapped boys and girls and
Pinnegar, Daniel Nickell, Edone of the sponsoring teachers,
March 21, with sleet, snow
have treated 9,762. It is estimatchange in special delivery.
as taken to Camp Breckward F. Blackburn, James W.
and below freezing temperaNew fees for money orders be- ed there are usually between two said Tuesday.
Hospital Thursday for
McGregor, Richard E. Oliver,
Cast of the play includes Jimtures in most sections of the
gin at 10-cent rate, previously it and three thousand on the waittreatment.
Jonnie J. Thompson, John W.
?
State.
Hale, Augustus W. Traylor.
Numerous Minor Viola- had started at six cents, with the ing list. Treatment centers are my Bodenhamer, George R.
(By Associated Press)
Rain and warmer was the
le land, Lexington and Louis- Charles Yates, Bobbie McConnell,
$100 maximum being 37 cents, in Ashland,
Earl L. Adams, Floyd A. CarPelief Gets $77
Washington.—"Definite qualitions of OPA Rules
weather prediction for Thurs15 cents higher than the past 22
ner, William L. Haile, Warren A.
Chester Castelberry, Jerry P'.,
inimmage Sble
ty improvement" and some
day.
Campaign methods to be fol- Pool, Bob Riley, Shirley Quinn,
cent rate. Registered letters have
Are Corrected
Marshall, Owen L. Crowder, Arrs of the Evitom Club Crease in production of minor
thur B. Wheeler, Ebner Woodrow
Completion of the Price Panel been increased from 15 cents to lowed included mailing of Easter Katherine Hopper, Barbara Pool,
hat $77 was made at a
solicitation
Cansler, Ben J. Smith, James T.
Dorla Dean Stallins, Ann Quisencivilian goods are all that con- workers' check of Princeton and 20 cents in the first bracket, Seals and personal
e sale given by them
Childress.
sumers can expect in the next Caldwell county's food stores and while the dollar limit on the for memberships in the society.
berry, Norma Sue Cartwright
• March 18, at the Church
$1,000 has been raised- to $1.35.
Jewell J. Stallins, Clyde L.
and Doris Russell.
few months, the Office of War
to
given
only
that
Proceeds were
restaurants revealed
Senders' receipts on registered Ralph P. Sells, U. S. Navy
Wade, Luther Alvin Vinson, AuBetween - the-acts specialties
Information reported tonight.
in
Relief. - Sales were
brey H. Boyd, Woodrow W.
will be presented by Rose Mari"There are no early prospects 12 stores were in full compliance mail will be four cents, instead
f Mesdames Frank Craig,
Is Missing In Action
Vaughn, Chester C. Vickrey,
lyn Beck, John Newsom, Jimmy
for the production of heavy dur- with OPA regulations, of a total of three.
Contest
At
20 Chosen
Curry, Hugh Cherry, Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Porter M. Sells,
Collect on delivery charges
Harrell M. Coursey, Arnold N.
Hoffius, Kelsie C. Lacey, Charable goods such as automobiles, of 58 checked, Robet t Jacob,
ox and Misses Archie
Here To Enter
will now range from 24 cents to of the White Sulphur communi- lotte Akers, Susan York, Billy
Holeman,
washing machines, mechanical chief clerk, said.
from
telegram
and Pamelia Gordon.
a
received
ty,
Robert Smith Jacob, Shellie I.
refrigerators, vacuum cleaners
Through confusion, 11 stores 90 cents for the 2200 limit.
Ray Newby, Jimmy Bodenhamer,
Tourney
Regional
Monday
Department
the War
Harper, William T. Johnson, WilMarilyn Milton, Donald Lee Pator radios," said the special report were selling butter one cent a
music
annual
the
in
Winners
,
t
.
ikra
night, March 20, stating
liam H. earner, George H.
terson, Christine Cravens, Don
on consumer goods. Plant facili- pound too high, six stores were
contests, held at Butler audi- Payne,
their son, Ralph Porter Sells, 21,
Leonard Hopper, Ira L.
Boitnott, Jimmy McConnell, Wilties, parts, and raw materials out of line on their peanut butwere Fears, J. B.
U. S. Navy, is missing in action.
Spratt, Wayne L.
la Ann Lacey, Betty Jean Young, torium last Friday night,
still are needed for war product- ter prices, 12 were not displayCobb
of
graduate
a
was
Sells
V.
Elder, Justin P. Buntin.
Donnie Lewis, Dickie Whitsitt, announced Monday by K.
ing posters, 16 price lists were
ion.
the
in
enlisted
and
School,
High
Bryant, band director. C. A.
Weldon D. Ramage
Robert
Jo Ann Brown.
A threatened shortage of work missing and 32 soap price lists
Navy 2 years ago. A brother,
The ministrel cast will include Woodall, son of Mr. and Mrs. C. Johnson, James H. kit:trick,
clothing has reached the point, were not on display, Mr. Jacob
3,542 Pounds
OrganiBrown
Says
and
Navy,
the
Murrey, is also in
David Alexander, John Newsom, A. Woodall, 405 Maple street, Delmer A. Shortt, Charles W.
the report said, that "unless pro- said.
For $21.56
zation Not In Politics a sister, Kathleen, lives in Cadiz. Sara Richie, Connie Brasher, was voted outstanding musician Catlett, Robert M. Alexander, J.
These minor infractions of
duction is speeded up, many
rage
Paul Brown, Carl Brown, Rose of the year by judges and Mr. D. Jackson, Raymond E. Pool.
workers will be out of work OPA selling regulations have
For Individuals
Conduct Services
To
M. Beck; mixed chorus, Ran- Bryant.
John W. Quinn, William Stanley
been corrected and no evidence
opkinsville Dark Fired clothes."
To clearify the position of the
Winners in the several con- Orange, Robert V. Fralick, James
dall Stallins, George Harralson,
of deliberate or flagrant viola- Farm Bureau relative to candi- At Presbyterian Church
market will close FriBilly Lewis, Ethel Thatcher, tests were: B-flat clarinet, Class A. Calhoun, Howard A. York,
tions was found, the local report dates seeking office in 1944, M.
ch 31, it was announced Mrs. R. D. Garrett Ill
Johnny Loftus, Bernard Jones, A, Norman Bromley, Billy Don Byron D. Williams, Eldie R.
to State OPA headquarters will P. Brown, president of the Caldk, and growers of this Following Heart Attack
Randall Chambliss, Billy Jo Far- Bridges, Virginia Bowie Satter- Menser, John M. Dyer.
re urged to get in their
Mrs. R. D. Garrett has been state.
well county organization, stated
Don Patmor, Donald Pinne- field; B-flat clarinet, Class B:
less,
Orrin Hearne Harralson, Luthseriously ill since last Friday
crops immediately.
the Farm Bureau is not, as an
Nell Oliver, Mary R. Peters, Wanda Cummins, Bill Sparks, er E. Martin, Walton Lane, Noah
gar,
sales at Hopkinsville night, when she suffered a heart Two Princeton Girls
any
organization, supporting
•
Jack Kercheval, Rosemary Redd, George Webb.
Thomas Cole, Raymond E. Ward,
43,542 pounds at an av- attack at her home on North
Pass WAC Examinations candate.
B-flat cornet, Ed Carter, Joe R. B. Teague, J. D. Cooper, HarMary V. Meadows, Carolyn Mc$21.56, as against 7,- Jefferson street. A trained nui•se
"If
uses
any
ator
candidate
Laverne
Juliet Pepper and
Koltinsky, Long, Wayne Chandler; French old D. Hiacerson, Glenn G. MarGuirk, Jacqueline
Pounds, at $16.52 the is in attendance. Her condition
Lewis passed mental examina- tempts to use the Farm Bureau
Jewell Dixon, Betty S. Good- horn, N. H. Talley, James L. shall, Elbert T. Young, Marshall
season, the report to was reported as slightly improvin
its
or
behalf
influence
his
of
tions at Paducah Tuesday for
win, Joan Ward. Larry Pedley, Beck; Flute, Jo Ann Pickering, Chambliss, Cladie W. F. Cox and
ed Monday, friends advised.
indicates.
entrance in the WAC. They will candidacy, he is creating a false
Betty Gowin; E-flat alto saxo- Homer H. Brown.
manager.
stage
is very little Dark Fired
leave Tuesday for Cincinnati, 0., impression with the public," he
phone, C. A. Woodall, Jlinrny O'HendMcConnell,
A.
R.
Mn.
Caldaining unsold in
will take physical said.
Hara.
nty, J. F. Graham, cows- erson, spent last week-end with where they
SURGICAL DRESSINGS
Mr. Brown said the Farm
examinations. Miss Pepper is a
Snare drum, Jimmy Lisanby, 10 Young Men Take
said this week.
Mrs. Hey MeGough.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Bureau is working for principles
PROJECT SUSPENDS
Richard B. Gregory; Trombone, Army-Navy V-12 Test
Pepper, Franklin street, and Miss which will bring agriculture a
Jimmy Clayton;
Ten young men, 17 to 21 years
UNTIL TUESDAY, APR. 4 Clifton Pruett,
Lewis, a daughter of Mr. and fair share of the national incomi
E-flat alto clarinet, Marvin Po- old, took the Army-Navy V-12
SurCross
Red
Princeton
The
Mrs. Floyd Lewis, Princeton. and improved rural conditions,
Hasson, Sara Delia Cun- test for specialized training in
gical Dressings room closed grotsky;
Both have been employed by and that it is not interested in
ningham; Baritone, Sammy colleges and universities at ButTuesuntil
21
March
Tuesday,
the political welfare of any
and B-flat Sousaphone, ler High School last Friday.
the Cumberland Manufacturing
day, April 4, because all gauze Thomas,
candidate.
on was caused last week insufficient because of the "A" Co.
Othell Gray.
They were: Eugene Barrett, Noron hand has been made into
SC of news concerning reduction may apply for further
Twenty of the young musicians man Bromley, Ed Carter, Robert
bandages and the new quota for
A -hook gasoline couregional contest to be Hall, Joe Long, Johnny Moss,
Sportsmen's Group To
Rev, Kenneth 13. Phifer
March has not come. This will in the
rations within 30 days before Tom Simmons Named
er March 21, Robert
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a
workers
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Meet
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New
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the
Night
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current
give
native
their
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Price Panel Chairman
district and they obtain satisfactory grades
let clerk of the County exhaustion of
The Caldwell County Fish & graduate of Centre College, Dan- tle time at home for cleaning Woodall has won
ap- 0%os, J. Simmons has been
in the contests the they will be accepted for Army
ard, said Tuesday. In- tions. Boards will review
prizes
State
C.
W.
PresMrs.
the
Game
gardening.
of
and
Association, inactive for ville, in 1939, and
chairman of the Price
week plications carefully to determine named
and Navy training and notified
received this
some time, will hold a reor- byterian Theological Seminary, Sparks, chairman, said. She hopes last 5 years.
ate OPA headquarters whether restoration is needed Panel of the County War Price
when and where to report, ofhe won a all workers will return with
where
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meeting
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1942.,
basethe
Louisville,
anwas
it
Board,
Rationing
this.
and whether there is compliance arni
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English
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4.
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ment
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Utilities
in
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fellowship
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nounced Wednesday.
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of the. First
places Grayson Harralson, re- building Tuesday night, March Bible, now minister
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Johnny Clift, former" PrinceFranklin,
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Price
at
gasoline
two, but value of each users who buy their
pointed for "War Service, in' New Deputy Sheriff
Wednesday. All members are Phifer comes here for the first At Rotary Meeting
and John Mahan.
Bedford H. McChesney, widesec- definite" in the Postoffice here
officer
petty
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who
last
Navy,
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a
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terlan
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take 60 miles a month
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Scott,
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soldiers
A" rations for occupa- will not be valid at filling sta- pare dinner for vhlting
night,
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:he local USO center Saturday the T.V.A. at Githertsville, is Subjects of his
able for outside work, Mrs.
Salerno.
at
this week.
fighting
describing
Maximum mileage for tions except those specially au- at
issue
this
March 25, at / o'clock, in ailbertsville Hospital, being on another page of
Clift said, throughout the counNegro
for
praise
holders Is changed to thorized by OPA to accept the night,
high
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Loader. The public is He
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a month.
'RR" coupons because more than
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broken
right
Reports
said
committee
refreshment
time.
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fiction.
Congressmen hay" be^n tolling me
:lost refor weeks that one of the
had
current complaints they luvr,
with the
host* had anything to do
the
soldiers' vote, taxes, strikes,
the
fathers' draft, or any other of
before
highly controversial subjects
concerns
the nation—but one that
itself entirely with the shortage of
shotgun shells and small-bore ammunition.
are
Just in case some servite Men
listening in, let me to add that these
complaisits aren't coming from hunters, seeking their own selfish pleasures, but from farmers who have one
of the most legitimate squawks yet

Pressure Groups Are
Doing Farmers A Disservice
Pressure groups at Washington insisting
that the Department of Agriculture lift
crop restrictions on Burley and Dark Fired
tobacco to augment dwindling stocks .of
these types are doing our farmers a disservice.
Of course -there is terrific demand for
American cigarettes, both at home and
abroad, as the National Association of Tobacco Distributors told the Agricultural Department this week, and undoubtedly an
enormous postwar market for Burley and
Dark Fired leaf is being built up by our
fighting men overseas who are smoking and
giving away the cigarettes sent them in
large quantities these days.
On the other hand, the all-out effort now
is for food, without which no army fights
well and for which millions of starving
people in war ravaged Europe are pleading
today . . . besides which, tobacco growers
should need no warning that big buyers
would like to have much more tobacco
grown, so prices would come down.
Local merchants have already sold twice
as much tobacco canvas for plant beds than
they ever sold in any previous year. This is
due to increases granted in allotments of
acreage and, more largely, to the fact that
good canvas could not be had last year. If
a normal season is. experienced and enough
hands can be hired to do the arduous work,
approximately as much Burley and Dark
Fired is expected to be produced this year
as was used in 1943, even tho that amount
was greater than ever before.

There is still on hand, in warehouses of
the great tobacco manufacturers, sufficient
aged Burley leaf to last two and one-half
years, according to best authorities, and,
'atilt() some cigarette makers already have
started using newer tobacco in their cigarette mixtures and advertising to the public
that this is necessary because of the greatly increased demand which is so much more,
in pounds, than present limited production,
the facts indicate there is tobacco enough
in prospect.
This is going to be the most difficult
year in history for our farmers. Urgent
requirements of the fighting fronts, which
the President has recently said must be
met even if all essential industries must
give up young and vigorous men 18 to 26
years old, will take from the already seriously depleted ranks of farm workers many
who have been counted upon to help with
the large food crops the federal government
is depending upon agriculture to produce.
Machinery w4ll not be forthcoming in anything but a trickle and muct,h vital equipment is already near the breaking down
point.
We can but believe however, it would be
a serious mistake to yield to the temptation
of raising more tobacco in such circumstances merely because there is great demand for cigarettes everywhere, especially
when such production would, almost certainly, produce an over-abundance in time with
resultant price declines . . . and threaten
immediate lessening of food production.

Verdict Is Already In At Frankfort
Now Gov. Simeon Willis' first Legislature
has adjourned; and the fact, pointed out
last summer in these columns, that little of
a constructive nature could be expected
when Kentucky has a Republican Governor
and a Democratic General Assembly,, has
again been abundantly demonstrated.
And again the people, some of whom
wanted a change and others, well content,
were so over-sold on the proposition that J.
Lyter Donaldson and the "machine backed"
Democratic slate could not lose that they
stayed away from the voting places in
large numbers, have been paid in the same
old political coin that's been in general, if
not popular, use in this State for a hundred
years.
The Governor blames the Legislature and
the Legislature blames the Governor and
the net result is, the people lose.
It would be a great blessing if, the next
time the voters decide they want a change,
they could muster sufficient strength at the
ballot boxes to kick all the office holders
and legislators out at the same time, or at
least enough of them so that the administrative and legislative branches of the government see eye-to-eye politically and can
therefore get along together, to the end
that some sort of a program can be adopted
which will not undo too much of the good
accomplished by their predecessors, while
eliminating the bad, as they see it, from the
record.
Governor Willis cannot rightly blame the
House Democrats for failure of his budget
bill to pass . . . for 40-odd Republicans in
that body voted as one to kill the measure
... and would not have done so without the
Governor's expressed desire that they so
vote.
With Jouett Ross Todd cawing at the
Mansion and the Governor's Lady playing
a very active part in the drama of Kentucky
politics, it has been fairly obvious that
Governor Willis, bland and benign, has an
eye always upon the game to be played as
soon as the Legislature can be sent back
home . . . which is the main idea all gov-

ernors have about the Legislature, once they
learn their jobs a little.
In Governor Willis Kentucky Republicans
may yet have an asset, tho it seems the
opposite now. He started his term with a
broken promise that alienated many powerful individuals, especially in central Kentucky; and, up to the time of this writing,
his official behavior in office has been a
constant contradiction,, an hour-to-hour
changing of mind, an utter lack of dependability which must have those who count
upon him to help elect a GOP senator and
to place Kentucky in the Republican column
in November far up the well known tree.
Now that a special session, which he said
he would not call, is indicated by the Governor, we must wait a while longer for the
smoke to clear away, so as to enable us to
g4t a clear picture of what has happened
at Frankfort. But we may safely count upon
swift action looking toward a spirited battle
for Senator Barkley's.seat and for votes to
name Republicans to the electoral college;
in fact, it has seemed to us for some weeks
now that the Willis strategy with the Legislature has pointed steadily in this direction.
Certainly it has not affected legislation to
bring about any of those major blessings,
such as repeal of the income tax and a saving of 20 to 30 percent in Kentucky's expenditures, so loudly and so frequently
promised by Judge Willis, the gubernatorial
campaigner of last summer.
As we view the matter now, the Democrats have won most of the marbles in the
game played thus far. They have prevented
the Governor boosting costs of government
about $9,000,000, instead of cutting them
by $20,000,000, as he said he could so easily
do. They have also protected, for the purpose intended, the $11,000,000 accumulated
by Governors Chandler and Johnson with
which to rehabilitate and improve the
State's institutions.
We will see, in the fullness of time, who
has demonstrated most ability to operate
the State's business efficiently and well.
From where we sit the verdict already
is in.

Pennyrile P, ostscripts By G. M. P.
Now come those difficult times
we have feared so long . . . when
we have to do without the things
our parents never had.
141
Honest confessions of two businessmen-gardners that they fell prey
last year to lure of beautiful pictures
in seed and nursery catalogs should
be warning enough for other amateurs about to plant Victory gardens.
Get seed advice from the county
agent's office or the Substation experts . . . and guard against that
which
enthusiasm
early Spring
makes you want to bite off more
than you can chew.

my. "This is going too far," said one,
"now they're dehydrating women."
—Army and Navy Journal.
141
U. S. Navy announces it is selecting Negro candidates for commissions in the Naval Reserve and that
a destroyer escort and and patrol
chaser will be manned by Negro
crews. This 'will mark the first time
in history the Navy has had Negro
commissioned officers.
141
This country loses none of its
world fame as a land of opportunity
during a War Bond drive which
makes it possible to become a millionaire for $750,000.—Boston Globe.

141
Some of our nicest men are overmodest about lending us pictures (of
themselves) to have cuts made from,
for the paper. Best salesmanship of
the week• was used on a couple hot
prospects for Army service . . .
whose pies you saw on P-1 today.
1111
Hylo Mohon, the 'phone boss, is
responsible for the following pome,
contributed also this week to the
Kiwanis bulletin:
When Noah asked his wife to go
To see a jungle picture show,
'Twas then she hollered in despair,
"I haven't got a thing to wea.:"!
And from the way poor Noah wailed
The fig leaf had entirely failed.

141
Lives of others, too, remind us,'
We can make our lives sublime,
And, departing leave behind us,
Gobs of things we bought on timer
—The Mutual Magazine.
1111
Some 480,000 veterans of this war
will get gainful jobs in irrigation
and power projects right after peace
comes via a plan already worked out
by Secretary Ickes. A product of
this program will be farms for 165,000 families, out West.

Bargain-Day Ends
By Samuel Shane
In Wall Street Journal
Bargain day is over for buyers of
newspaper advertising space.
For the past 10 years, those who
sell through newspr.pers have beyn
getting more and more readers for
their advertising dollar. This was
the result of expanding circulation
without parallel increases in the
rate charged for advertising.
Now the cost of advertising is
going up with the paper shortage the
cause. Newspapers are trying to serve
the largest readership in history with
considerably less paper-23 percent
less than they used in 1941. This
means there isn't so much room for
advertising and publishers must get
more for what space they do have.
Currently, there is more advertising
clamoring to be printed than there
is space available. Meanwhile, sales
of papers must be held in check to
cut down on newsprint use.
The rising cost of advertising
comes after 10 years of increasing
circulation, which reached its fastest
pace last year. Between 1933 and last
year the sales of all papers in this
country climbed from a depression
low of 35.1 million to an estimated
44 million.
There were never so many newspaper readers before.
While-their circulations were growing publishers kept their advertising
rates at the same level or advanced
them slightly. That has been the
advertiser's bargain. Now, with wages
advancing, and costs of paper, ink,
metal and other materials rising, the
publisher is beginning to charge more
for his bigger readership.

14%
Loud complaining went on in The
Leader .office Monday about hog
pens in town yards.. .. and a
couple leading citizens vociferously
declared they were going to swear
out warrants, if necessary, when hot
weather comes. It seems ordinances
on the city's books are not enough
to get action . . . unless citizens become sufficiently irate to insist upon
law enforcement.
11141
Best wisecrack seen this week:
Watch the face of the clock and
you'll never be more than one of
the hands. Second best: The more
arguments you win the fewer friends
you'll have.
Well girls, the men have had their
way thru long—and gloomy years;
But, lo! I view the calendar, and our
big year appears.
Tho girls have had to sit and wait
for me—who never came;
That system's being turned around,
we'll play a brand-new game.
We've yearned for love and worried
so, i,L gave us indigestion;
But leap year changes all of that
—now, we can pop the question.
So, why not shop around and find
a spot for your affection?
And, when you see the man you
want—head straight in his direction!
111
Two American soldiers in Egypt
lived for months on dehydrated beef,
dehydrated milk, dehydrated butter
and vegetables. Visiting a Cairo
museum, they saw their first mum-

Americans Invade Manus, Bomb Truk
0
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Burrow Is Able Arbitrator
W. C. "Bill" Burrow, who started as a
Linotyper on the Cadiz Record, was Commissioner of Industrial Relations at $5,000
a year in the Chandler and Johnson administrators and last week assumed the post of
War Manpower director at Louisville, stepped right into a gigantic labor fight his
first day on the new job.
Charges of hoarding war workers were
leveled last week by Edward F. Weyler,

secretary of the Kentucky State Federation
of Labor, against four plants in the Louisville area and Bill Burrow must sift the allegations, get to the bottom of a bad mess.
He has demonstrated unusual ability to
prevent and to arbitrate labor disputes
throughout Kentucky the last 8 years and
no man in the Ste is better fitted or more
citpable of finding the facts in Louisville's
sensational tabor dispute.

An early Polish clockmaker spent 12 years
building one masterpiece which ran 16
months on one winding.

•

The air-cooled radial engine, which contributed much to the development of aviation, actually was invented before the first
airplane--in 1902 by Charles W. Manly.
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A young blue whale puts on weight at the
average of 220 pounds a day.
1114
Massachusetts purchased Maine in 1652
for 0,334.
The rataphryarians

baptized their dead.

of the second century

covered something that rn,,y 4
prising to city dwellers. The
ammunition to proteet livestock
crops from predatory annuli
pests was No. 1 on the farm
age lists, even 'ahead of farm
chinery and labor, which
ways been considered more
hurdles to getting in the crop
ammunition,
That was enough for WIT
went to work. Officials now
that civilian ammunition tirA .
toward first-quarter 1949 qw,4
total 120,000,000 shotgun ah,
million center-fire She ca
land 200,000,000 22-long cif;,
ridges.
Production is being stoppd
that those figures will be in doubled by midsummer. It's
short of normal consumption,
you take the pleasure hunters
the picture, there will be eno
go around.
The center-fire 1:!.c Car
used on larger predatory gar,
equal altnost 95 percent of
requirements; the shotgun s't.,
percent; and the small-bor,
ridges, 25 percent.
However, WPB is going t.
modified rationing or rather
tics system in issuing the sh,
cartridges. Dealers will begin
the increased flow in May
calls to be answered will be
those dealers who have farm
ranchers' orders on their boo
ter that come police and offic
induction training programs.
WBP's final word is:
munition for amusement pa
although they add the res,
that by next fall there in:
enough ammunition on tap
sential" game hunting.

By Jack Stinnett
Associated Press Features
In.re.ohlroton.—Not all the dislocathe headlines
film of this v.-r make
stranger than
but some of them ...0

J.,A;i6s a••• .Kaviong
•;
NEW
Rabau l
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16, SOLOMON

'0. ISLANQS
4
NEW
BRITAIN • '
,mays.
Arrow locates Manus Island. largest of the Admiralty
Group, which Allied headquarters announced had been invaded. Arrow with plane symbol indicates the first landbased heavy bomber raid on Truk and other bomber attacks
on Ponape and Oroluk by the Seventh Army Air Force, announced by D. S. Pacific Fleet HeackLuirters.(AP Wirephoio)

put forward.
Predatory birds and animals are
taking over their crops and because
they can't get shotgun or small-bore
rifle shells, there's nothting they can
do about it but just sit back and
hurl epithets, which are about as
effective as a gentle breeze when it
comes to keeping pests out of the
pastures.
Some, however, have been doing
more than hurling epithets. They're
hurling letters to Congress and
there's nothing that gets faster action than a swamp of letters in the
Congressional mail bags. Congress
has been bombarding the War Production Board and the farmers will
be glad to know that something is
going to be done about it immediatelately.
The Office of Civilian Requirements in WPB has gone pretty
thoroughly into the matter and dis-

vik
HOLLYWOOD

MALES DROOP IN DRAB DRAPES
but ma:
By Robbin Coons
Associated Press Features
Hollywood — Men! Do you feel
tired, run-down, drab? Maybe it's
your clothes, and there's a pretty
little lady out here who would like

to do something about it.
Only don't build up your hopes.
Unlike those ethered panaceas, the
clothes-cure isn't yet in sight, as
much as pretty Renie—just Renie—
would like to arrange it.
Renie is a fashion designer at
RKO. She has another name, which
is Brouilett, but gave it up because
(1) fashion designers don't seem to
need extra names, and (2) she could
never make it clear over the telephone. Remie dresses some of the
stur!io's pretties in clothes that arc
remarkable, in rm. vie desiring
circles, ior being clothes that women
off the screen could wear. But 'what
Renie would rather do is design
for men—maybe because she feels
sorry for them. For civilians, that is.
Her husband's uniform isn't included
in her indictment of what men
wear.
"Men's clothes," she says, "have
been drab and colorless for years.
Today, if a poor man blossoms out
in a bit of color, he's considered eccentric, or funny, and his fellows
laugh."
What Rennie would like, she says,
is a return to the fashions of Beau
Brummel's day—when long trousers

were established,
cloaks were flowing and
and a fellow who wore a b
frilly jabot instead of a pla::
front was admired, and no:
at. After about 1840, men',
began the trend toward tad.,
coming less and less "inb
as women's fashions took
various blendings of the sat
the ridiculous.
Fier* is quietly serious, :
bus, about all this. The :
tiiry's styles for women all •
in bustles, hoop-skirts, mor.
the single motive—to intri.:
Women's 20th century inch!
Flre argues, brought today,
Cut some call their dr.
,ase (or astound) each ot!- ,
;Mons declined in interee
'aere in olden days the n.
tne pattern, vieing with w
duds, and affectations, the •
was dominated by businessr,
servative executives.
Ffenie reveled in designini:
men of "The Crusades" an
patra" and "Peter Ibbet
period stuff. You hand her
to do and she's happy. W.c,
hats, high leather boots—ohs
you of that poem about
Cheevey" who was "born '
But she hasn't much hc..
changing men's clothes now
a long time to come. Nobod
the first step. Too conserva
thinks it's too bad.

MANNERS ARE A MESS
Associated Press Features
Manners are funny things. If you
have too many, you're a snob. If
you have too few, you're a social outcast, doomed to reading the ads on
how to win friends until you've
mended your ways. Einstein himself
couldn't-figure out how many is too
many—or how few is too few.
Take the educated teacup pinky,
for example. A slight upward curl
is etiquette-proof, but let a suggestion of an authentic bend creep in
and you're lost. You're a phony—a
poseur. You've probably never been
to a tea before. It's only a question
of time before you're going to dump
the whole business in someone's lap.
A modulated quiet voice gives you
that well-bred air, but pitch it one
octave too low while you're talking ,,
to Mrs. Smith, and Mrs. Jones will
think you're starting a whispering
campaign against her tattle-tale grey
linens. Preserve a dignified silence,
and both ladies will present a united
front and call you high hat.
If you laugh too loudly, you're
boisterous. If you don't laugh at all,
you're a sourpuss. Mind your own
business and the neighbors will think
you're snooty. Be friendly and they'll
say you're snooping.
Mind your grammar and your con'tractions and never say ain't—and
watch everyone look up to you. But
Just try minding your prepositions,
and asking telephone callers "to
whom do you wish to speak." Who
do you think you are anyway, Mrs.
Noah Webster?
Being fastidious about your grooming and clothes is fine—everyone
likes a powdered nose and a straight
stocking seam. But yank your girdle
around in public to straighten out
that seam and kiss your reputation
goodbye. You're a hussy. Use no
make-up at all, and you're an oldfashioned leftover, strictly out of the
groove. Use a dab too much, and
you're a painted doll, described by

the neighbors with a string
savory adjectives.
If you don't smoke, you
fashioned. If you smoke in the
you're brazen. Go without a
you're no lady. Wear a hat
fuse to take it off indoors and
stuck up—or a show-off. B
mannered, and don't disci:,
people's manners over the
fence, and you're anti-sociii
the lady next doorapart, and
a gossip.
In a manner of speaking,
are a mess!

Odd But Scienc

New Process Pu
Humus In Crops
Slakes

By Howard W.
Associated Press Feat::
New York. — The vitarn
mones and enzymes which a
for man have their counter -r
hormones, auxins and growth-A
ing chemicals that are g
plants.
An attempt to use these
substances in practical fa
its third year at Kimberton
Pennslyvania, under direction
Pfeiffer.
He reports that when
.mones are 'added to manor,
compost, which is synthetic
to produce humus, the black
that enriches fields, the
is speeded up. There is able
mendous saving, in nitrogen.
is one of the main phint f
ments in the humus.
With this aort of humus
his organization was able
erosion on badly eroded fields
short time of two years. G
clover in that time coinpletell
ed the fields.
Dr. Pfeiffer is working nn
year program to demon
ideas.
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By Ned Nordness
Associated Press Features
gton—A loser 'stands
alone. rshi
Nazi Germany's satellites, Bulgaria, Hungary and Rumania,
know they hooked a ride on
the wrong boat, and their actions bring only one conclusion
—when the final showdown
Germany
comm in Europe,
must stand alone again Allied

pointed

By John S. Gardner, Kentucky where it or its kin were grown
College of Agriculture and
last year, because of danger from
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black rot. 1n gardens where
cabbage has failed because of the
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earliest
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Telephone the best tall variety. age plants (their
wetted with
Planting peas in parlell rows 6 should be thoroughly
with
inches apart makes necessary tobacco "tea", or dusted
lice
only one row of support. Two rotenone, to take care of
them.
enemies of peas are the pea that may have come with
Parsnips—For "fresh" food any
louse and warm weather. For the
next winter, parsnips are a
day
or
tobacco
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former,
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spray is the control. The weather possibility. Also, their "storing
is taken care of IA; planting the is simple; they may be 'left
weak
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the furrow when the plants helped lay,mis.ing with it a haly
radishes,
have grown above the garden's -seeding of early long
for them.
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do
to
surface.
and
Cabbage—Despite their short- The radishes will be used
parsnips,
coining, "frost-proof slips" must gone long before the
be employed to grow early cabb- whose final stand is 2 inches,
is the
age. An improvement in their need the space. Guernsey
, White
using is to be insistent on named variety, and the radishes
Golden Tipped Scarlet.
varieties, specifically
Acre an dSopenhagen Market,
Scouts,
Girl
Three
"
CHECK—
GIRLSCOUTS GIVE FDR "WORK
eadeed sorts that stand
representing the 850,000 members of the organization in the na- round-h
tion, give President Roosevelt (above) in Washington, D. C., a
"check" for 15,430,000 hours of public service contributed by
girls since Pearl Harbor. The girls are (left to right) Dorothy
Md.,
Clark, 14, Washington, D. C.; Marjorie Black, 14, Baltimore.
and Neva Newton, 14, Alexandria. Va. (AP Wirephoto).
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worried about the future, torn
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so. Antonescu didn't stop at Bes- rett,
ld, Tom Stevens, Floyd Sunday night by drinkig nux
Satterfie
he reoccupied that
Request From The Front sarabia when
Davis, Joe Freeman, vomica. The bottle was dashed
sent his armies in- Oliver, Cecil
He
.
territory
Lewis, Mr. Ballard and from her lips by her sister, before
Are You Interested In Saving Hours Of
San Francisco (IP) — From a
Morris
on.
suggesti
Hitler's
at
Russia
to
German prison camp came the re- Today the Rumanians have lost Mr. Oliver, Mr. and Mrs. A. B. she had swallowed but a small
Your Time Daily
quest of Lt. Harmon S. Bonte, many times more than the 100,- Cantrell, Mr. and Mrs. M. L. portion, and Dr. R. W. Ogilvie
ng, Mr. and Mrs. John immediately summoned. A powJr., shot down on a bombing
000 fatalities they suffered in Kinsolvi
If so, we can help you by installing a
mission, that his father "please the first World War, and now Workman, Mr. and Mrs. Robert erful emetic was administered,
give the Red Cross $100 for what they face the punishment meted Barrett, and Mr. and Mrs. R. T. and no serious results followed
She is employed at the City
Barrett and son, Dellar.
they are doing for us here.
out to agressor nations.
-• • •
Laundry.
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stages
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Hungary in
acre, 18 inches; 60 to 75 bushels
1911— Tom Vinson,
7,
• • •
March
200,than
an acre, 16 inches; 75 to 100 the conflict had more
May 26, 1911— Miss Melville
Frankfort, was in the city
000 men on the Russian front. of
bushels an acre, 14 inches.
Saturday, shaking hands with his Akin has returned. from NashUse of well graded seed of They were recalled last spring
many friends, Tom is an unann- ville, where she attended the
We also have some extra 30 and 42 gallon
high germination planted in a when Hungary declared itself a
of
candidate for the Repub- Commencement exercises
storage tanks available.
ounced
units,
an
Hungari
igerent.
asnon-bell
well prepared seed bed will
on for Supt. of Pu- Ward's Seminary.
nominati
lican
guard
army,
of
the
sure a good stand. Certified independent
blic Instruction, and will poll
hybrid seed meets the require- railways from the frontier into lots of votes in Caldwell when
Entomologists have found that
Poland, Yugoslavia and to the
live as long as
ments.
his name appears on the ticket. moth worms can
Experiments have shown that east.
57 days at a temperature of
fine.
looking
was
He
Bulgaria did not declare war
the primary object in cultivatabout 20 F.
• • •
ing is the best means of con- on Russia and hopes for mercy.
April 25, 1911— Postmaster
home,
stayed
have
Her armies
Mussau, south Pacific island,
Urey Lamb, who bought the
but at Germany's insistence they
F. Moore on came under German control in
J.
Esq.
of
e
residenc
have played watchdog over othVine street, has had the house 1884.
er conquered Balkan states. They
and a solid four foot brick
have carried out the assignment raised
The average load of freight per
foundation built underneath it,
in such cruel manner as to inin 1943 was 1,116 tons, the
train
and
valuable
more
a
making it
cur the hatred of Balkan peoples
on record.
highest
.
property
very attractive
for some time to come.

Classically tailored all-wool
fabrics in solid colors, plaids,
herringbones. Sizes 12-20.
MIX-MATCH

SKIRTS

3.98
Flattering pleated styles and
trim -fitting gored types.
Long-wearing fabrics.
PRETTY BLOUSES

,fabrics to
sheer, filmy'
dress-up any suit. 32-90.

In

With homemakers in Grayson
county cleaning sewing machines,
shrinking fabrics and making
dress forms, an unusual amount
of home sewing is indicated.
Before World War II the
United States imported more
than a million tons of cinnamon
from Ceylon annually.
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Under good conditions or bad, your
Funk's "G" Hybrid will produce more
and better corn for you. Under good
makes the most
conditions Funk's
of the favorable factors to produce
record yields.
If you hare an unfavorable season,
weatherproofed "G'' Hybrids are real
protection for you. "Bred to Beat the
Elements," these famous 'trams On
ally mok• some of their best recordi
when the "breaks" ore against them.
So plant, with confidence, Funk's
"G" Hybrids.

Not lust a temporary
surface smoother. its
effects are beneficial
because the precious
lanolin oils absorb,
helping maintain the
oil balance so vital to
o petal-soft skin.
Absorbs almost
'Instantly. Splendid as a
powder hose, too.,

GOLDNAMER'S

All wool in a Shetland type
weave, soft and luxurious. Suits
and coats, handsomely detailed, just made tor -eactri
other. Three-button classic suit with smooth-fitting
picket, three slash pockets. Well tailored skirt with
Jaunty box pleat in the front. Spring's foremost Chei7
terfield topcoat with rich rayon velvet collar -raglan
shoulders and pockets. Lined with rayou_twili,Boa46
tilul spring and summer. Sizes 10 ta,..20..,
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Kentucky
The Princeton Leader, Princeton,

This Week In OPA

Third Republican
In Senate Race

Food shoppers can go to marnow with only one ration
ket
this
canning
Ohio County Judge .
Sugar for home
for each member of the
book
the
at
year will be available
Enters Contest For
family. The only stamps now
same rate as last year—a maxithe
are
fats
and
meats
for
valid
Barkley's Seat
mum of 25 pounds a person. Five
red stamps in Book 4, and only
n. — Cireuit Judge
Morgantow
pounds of the allotment may be
red tokens may be used as raBartlett, Hartfor d,
bought with sugar stamp 40 in
Clarence
For
stamps.
these
for
tion change
War Ration Book 4. Any time
this week
processed foods only blue stamps formally announced
after March 23, local War Price
4 and blue tokens are his candidacy for the Republican
Book
in
grant
will
Boards
and Rationing
valid.
nomination for United States
coupons for an additional supEnriched Flour Ceiling Reduced Senator from Kentucky to sucply up to 20 pounds a person.
Ceiling price on all enriched ceed Senator Alben W. Barkley.
Application for this additional
flour was reduced 5 cents a
Bartlett, judge of the Thirtysupply may be made by mail on
hundred pounds, effective March eighth Judicial District since it
a form which the board will
of
percent
75
ely
Approximat
18.
was created about 5 years ago,
mail upon request. It is not
family flour now used by
is a former county attorney of
necessary to send ration books all
enricheed.
is
lic
general"pub
Ohio county and a member of
through the mails. Instead, spare the
Gasoline For Moving New Cars the board of regents of Western
stamp 37 from Ration Book 4
special
Beginning March 24,
State Teachers College, Bowling
of each person for whom sugar
gasoline rations may be granted Green. Judge Bartlett representis asked must be attached to
passenger
for delivering new
ed( the Ohio-Butler-Muhlenberg
the application.
, regardless of the
county district in the State SenThis year there are no restrict- automobiles
involved. Previously,
ate several years ago.
ions on the amount of sugar to distance
for
granted
be
could
Judge Bartlett lives near Hartbe used a quart of finished fruit gasoline
sale
after
automobile
an
ford on one of the largest farms
and the amount (of the total 25 moving
exnot
did
the distance
in Ohio county, which he operpounds allowed) that may be only if
miles.
ates. He also is president of the
used for fruit spreads is not ceed 200
Bank of Hartford. He is
Citizens
limited.
Everybody Reads The Leader married and has two sons.
Food Stamps All in One Book
He is the third to announce as
a candidate for the nomination,
Jouett Ross Todd, Louisville Republican leader, and County
Judge Odis W. Bertelsman, Newport, being the others. Commonwealth's Attorney James Park,
Lexington, has been expected
to announce for several weeks.

Home Canning Sugar

Sula & Eliza Nall
invite you to attend a showing of the
complete Summer selection of . . .

Levine Original
Frocks
under the personal direction of

MAX E. LOEB
The LEVINE Representative

Tuesday, March 28
You will have an opportunity to make a
personal selection at this time. ,

Levine Originals
in better stores throughout the country and

SULA & ELIZA NAIL

SMART AS CAN BE...used

We want to express our gratiand appreciation to our
tude
Mrs. J. D. Radford
friends who rendered
many
J.
Mrs.
Funeral services for
of kindness or who said
deeds
at
D. Radford, 24, who died
words of consolation during the
Princeton Hospital Wednesday,
March 15, were held Friday afternoon at the Morgan Funeral

This red and white striped
seersucker bathing suit worn by
Movie Starlet Peggy Maley in
Hollywood makes its appearance in time for beach wear this
spring. (AP Wirephoto).

Personals

FOR SALE: 1934 Oldsmobile; 6
cylinder DeLuxe coupe. Motor
completely overhauled in 1943.
Good paint and rubber. Will
sell or trade for livestock or
ltc
feed. B. H. McChesney.

FOR SALE: 9 acres of land, one
mile from Marion, Ky., courthouse. Has two new houses,
plenty of outside buildings—
well supplied with water. Located on Highway 91. J. K.
2tp
Ferguson, Marion, Ky.
VISIT the Modern Barber and
Beauty Shop for efficient and
courteous service. Shower
baths. Luther Carner and
Luther Glass, barbers; Marion
Stallins Young and Jane Adams
Miller, beauticians; and Hugh
36tf
Blackburn, Prop.

MONUMENTS: Call or write
Box 183, for estimates, Murray,
Calloway Monument Company,
35-5tp
Ky.
BABY CHICKS, 21 breeds, bloodtested, $5.95 and up. Prompt
shipments Mondays or Thursdays, White for prices. Hoosier,
716 West Jefferson. Louisville,
FREE! If Excess acid causes you
pains of Ftomach Ulcers, Indigestion, Heartburn, Belching,
Bloating, Nausea, Gas Pains,
get free sample, Udga, at Daw10(36)p
son Drug Store.
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Cartwright's
GREEN HOUSE
Joseph A. Cartwright
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EXTRA! .....THE PRICE OF RENDOVA"

Added! . . .
"FLOP GOES THE WE.
Merrie Melody C
No, 5—"DON WINSLOW
THE COAST GUM'
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Not since
Here's drama to haunt you!produ
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"Rebecca" has the screen
such an amazing mystery story!
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e Dance

Many Matched Pairs . . . Guaranteed Sound
Also some work Belgian Mares.
BUY, SELL or TRADE

Cot w
thu
e 8tthur.Z.'

PUBLIC SALE

newspapers

ENTIRE STOCK

•

formal Anni
n by Batte
red F.A.
pbell, was gi
e Wednesda
from 9:30 to 1
r of Prince

I. ti. McCI-IIESNIFY

BUY GOOD CHICKS: Give them
a good start with Sunflower
18 percent Life Cycle Manamar Mash. A single feed for
starting, growing and laying.
Sold by Watson Feed Co. 35tf

EVERGREENS

—AND—

After an illness of four weeks,
Mrs. James W. Carpenter (tied
at her home in Louisville, Feb.
24. Mrs. Carpenter, before her
marriage, was Miss Lillie Cartwright, born and reared in the
Softtsburg community, and had
many friends and relatives in
this county. She was a daughter
of the late George B. and Elizabeth Wood Cartwright.
Besides her husband, she is
survived by three children of a
former marriage, a son, Ray B.
Lamb, and two daughters, Mrs.
M. J. Stephens and Mrs. Carrie
Thomas, Rochester, N. Y.; five
sisters, Mrs. Ada Crowson, Louisville; Mrs. Ruby Rich, Mrs. Kellie Morse, Mrs. Ora Pritchard '
and Miss Delia Cartwright, all
of Princeton.
Funeral services were conducted from Owen Funeral Home,
Louisville, Saturday afternoon,
Feb. 26, with burial in Resthaven
Cemetery.

CLASSIFIED ADS

FOR SALE!

fond 0.E.S.

TONIGHT

Mrs. J. W. Carpenter

Mrs. Allen Thompson, KuttaWa, spent Sunday night with
Card Of Thanks
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Craig at
We wish to express our sinhome on Maple Avenue.
their
Mrs. Charles Dunning
cere thanks to all who were so
Mrs. Thompson is a sister of Mr.
Funeral services for Mrs. Lilkind and helpful to us in the al- Craig.
lian Eugenia Harper Dunning,
most sudden passing of our beMiss Martha Sevison, student
21, were held at St. Paul's Catholoved husband, father, brother
at Vanderbilt, Nashville, Tenn., lic Church Wednesday morning,
Prince.
Sheltie
and grand father,
her
with
end
spent last weekMarch 22, at 9 o'clock, with the
Especially do we thank the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Rev. Father George Boehmicke,
Rev. L. J. Knoth and Rev. L. B.
Sevison, Eddyville Road.
officiating. Mrs. Dunning died at
Hooks for their prayer and comMiss Madge Boteler will spend
Hazelwood Sanitarium, Louisforting words, the Browns for
this week-end in Blackford with ville, Monday, where she had
their many acts of kindness. To
Mrs. R. L. Boteler.
mother,
her
been a patient about five weeks.
those who sang, and for the
Vbilas Hilda Pepper, Nashville, She had been in ill health severlovely floral offering. We sinlast
here
spent several days
al months.
cerely thank everyone who in
week with her parents, Mr. and
husband,
Survivors are her
any way helped to make the
Pepper.
A.
C.
Mrs.
Charles Dunning, formerly of
burden lighter for us to bear.
Mrs. C. P. Brooks and son,' Princeton; her parents, Mrs. AnMay each of you be so comforted
Charles, are visiting relatives na Harper, Frankfort, and J. 0.
in your hour of sorrow, is our
in Hot Springs, N. C.
Harper, Hazard.
prayer.
Mrs. Earl Bryant and baby
The Family.
Pallbearers were J. C. Beckett,
have returned to their home in Fred Talley, John O'Malley,
Conway, S. C., after a visit Billy O'Malley, M. L Orange
Everybody reads The Leader!
with Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Bryant and T. B. McConnell. Burial was
and family.
in Cedar Hill Cemetery.
vMrs. Shenk Kenneday has reSan
Calif.
Francisco,
from
turned
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
FOR SALE: 12-disc, horse drawn
she visited her husband, W. W. Childress, Eagle street.
where
good
Harrow,
Disc
John Deere
Mrs. Raymond Jenkins has rein the Navy
condition. Vernon Burchett, who is stationed
is the turned from Camp Crowder, Mo.,
Kenneday
Mrs.
there.
Itp
Route 3, Princeton.
,
where she visited relatives.
former Alma Board,
SALESMAN WANTED: Man or
Misses Juliet Pepper and La- ?Mr. and Mrs. Bedford Mcwoman to succeed Miss Myrtle verne Lewis were 'visitors in Pa- Chesney and son, Don, will atYoung on profitable Rawleigh ducah Monday.
tend a Horse Sale in Lexington
Route in Dawson Springs and
Miss Mary Magurean spent Tuesday.
Mrs. Charlton Gresham is in
Princeton. Must be satisfied Clarksville, Tenn.
with good living at start. Write "Mrs. Barney Jones was a visit- Louisville this week at the bedRawleigh's Dept. KYC-215-101s, or in Louisville last week,
side of her daughter, Mrs. Wil2tp last week-end with friends in ham Grebe, who is seriously ill.
Freeport, Ill.
Aubrey Childress, Louisville,
HAY FOR SALE: $20 o tan. Call
spent Monday and Tuesday here Everybody reads The Leader!
ltp
227.

FOR SALE: Old
Leader Office.

loved
illness and death of our
Grace.
Lena
one,
thank
We want to especially
offerings"
those who made floral
Blood-letting or cum,
of
May God bless each one
used as early as 413 Bc
you.
disease.
S. D. Radford and Babies

Home.
Mrs. Radium is survived by
her husband, a four-year-old son
and an infant son.
Burial was in Meeks cemetery,
Caldwell county.

LOST: Fender pant on '42 Buick
between Princeton and Otter
Pond. Finder, please return
to 312 West Market Street.
2tp
Herbert Vickery.

Vivid color.— optarkllog
whit otylot Floc. smooth
gabardlocit, sboolog oft yetir soblco
to advantatte—detheltely ollreolobt
Abs. black Sr bripwa.

Deaths-Funerals

For Spring

Card Of Thanks

Thursday, March 30
10 A. M.

DOROTHY MACRADLE'S SPELL-BINDING NOVEL

If. your

starring

RAY MILLAND - - RUTH HUSSEY
CORNELIA OTIS SKINNER
DONALD CRISP

At my farm one-third mile from City of Fredonia on Kuttawa Road, I will offer for sale the
following described property:

3 WORK MULES
1 MULE, 1 yr. old
1 HORSE, 1 yr. old
1 BAY HORSE, 3 yrs. old
1 PAIR WORK HORSES
1 BROOD MARE in {pal
1 SADDLE AND BUGGY
HORSE
7 2-yr. old JERSEY
HEIFERS
10 MILK COWS
1 JERSEY BULL
6 HEREFORD CATTLE
25 EWES with lambs
1 REGISTERED RAM
3 BROOD SOWS, bred
1 SOW, 7 PIGS

2 WAGONS
1 6-shovel CULTIVATOR
1 3-horse BREAKING
PLOW
•
2 No. 40 BREAKING
PLOWS
3 MOWERS
1 BUGGY
1 Lot of HARNESS
1 SECTION HARROW
1 'A' HARROW
1 LIME SPREADER
2 POST HOLE DIGGERS
HAY
1 HAY FRAME

Other items too numerous to Mention.
Having sold part of my land reason for selling.
TERMS MADE KNOWN DAY OF SALE.

JOHN AKRIDGE
BYRD GUESS, Auctioneer

Plus These Shorts!

AMERICA SPEAKS
COMMUNITY SING
NEWS OF THE WORLD

See it from the s'
Features shown S-day at 1:15 5:25 - 7:25 - •
Monday at 3-25 •
and 9:30.

Children will not understand or appreciate
this picture and we
therefore do not recommend their attendance.

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
Melodrama ... and MUSIC! Gunfire .. . and GAIETY!
BOB WILLS
AND HIS
TEXAS PLAYBOYS

GO WEST
YOUNG
LADY

i

ANN MILLER
GLEN FOG
PENNY SING

RROLp

PLUS! . . . 3 STOOGES COMEDY—PASSING PARADE—APORTS

CAPITOL "NORTHERN
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Personals

Hospital News

Mrs. Ethel French left Tues- patient at the Station Hospital
Arthur McGough, Stanford,
spent last week-end with his day night for Camp Gordon, there.
Mrs. I. B. Tanner spent last
parents, Mr. and Mrs. .1. W. Mc- Georgia, where she will visit her
son, Sergeant George French, a week-end in Owensboro.
Gough.
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. KolUnsky
spent Friday in Hopkinsville.

Mrs. Neal A. Bannister, West
Mrs. J. E. Boone, Fredonia, is
Ill., is visiting their parSalem,
improving after treatment.
ents,' Mr. and Mrs. Pat HopJ. E. Boone, Jr., Fredonia, conper and Mr. and Mrs. Herman
tinues to improve.
Mr. and Mrs. I. T. Sholar reBannister. She was accompanied
FreProwell,
Mrs. Clifford
by Mr. Bannister, who returned turned Sunday from Martinsdonia, Route 1, underwent a
ville, Ind.,, where they spent
horno. Monday night.
major operation Tuesday afterMrs. T. J. Simmons left Tues- two weeks.
We Style
noon.
day morning for Fordyce, Ark.,
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Moore
Your Hair to
Mrs. Cecil Hobby, Princeton,
where she is visiting her moth- and daughter, Vivian Clare, of
appendectomy
an
underwent
er, Mrs. Mary Harrison.
Padticah, are visiting relatives
Suit Your
Monday.
Sergeant and Mrs. John Fisch- here.
Features
Mrs. H. M. Wynn, Princeton, is
Mrs. Clay McClain left Thurser are in Princeton, N. J., where
improving after treatment.
they are visiting his parents. day for Carlisle Barracks, Penn.,
We don't just cut".
Howard Wheeler, Marion, was
Mrs. Fischer is the former Jes- where she will joint Lieutenant
your hair aimlessly
an
y
after
dismissed Wednesda
sie Mae Watson. Her brother, McClain, stationed there in the
in the "latest
appendectomy.
Corporal Allan Watson, who is Army Mediical Corps.
style"! We proporMrs. John F. Tracey and son,
Jim James, Marion, continues
stationed at Camp Indiantown
tion each length,
Dance
to improve.
5 Benefit
Gap, Penn., spent last week-end John Barry, have returned from
each curve to your
Mts. Paul Glass, Princeton, unOxford, Mississippi, where they
in Princeton, N. J. with them.
facial contours.
II Attended for the Red derwent
last
also
omy
They
Tracey.
an
appendect
Cadet
L B. Tanner, Charleston, W. visited
That's why our
Bell. tit Dance
the Wednesday and continues to imVa., is visiting Mrs. Tanner here visited relatives in Memphis,
hair cutting wins
was well attended at
night, prove.
Tenn.
this week.
admiration for you!
litZrte- Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Goodwin
amounted to
Mrs. Virginia Gray, Princeton,
J. W. McGough, who has been
ch 18. Proceeds
underwent a major operation
ill for the last week at his home Jr., and daughter, Dorothy Leigh,
Mrs. Edythe Terry Patterson,
by Ken- Wednesday morning.
on Maple street, is much im- of Atlanta, Georgia, will spend
usic was furnished
parents,
his
High
with
Princeton,
week-end
Dorr,
this
Sallie
Mrs.
proved.
Bryant and Butler
Operator
Joe .was dismissed Wednesday, fol1 Philip Stevens spent several Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Goodwin,
1 musicians, including
Mary
Tal- lowing treatment.
Hopkinsville street. Miss
days in Louisville last week.
C. A. Woodall, N. H.
Camp
Mrs. Clarence Agee, Mexico,
Gordon Smith, of Chattanooga, Leigh Goodwin, Dayton, Ohio,
Jr. Sergt. Eddie, of
accompanied Rummy Taylor, Jr., and Miss Sara Goodwin, Univerpbell, played with them. underwent a major operation
here last week-end. Both are sity of Kentucky, Lexington, will
Jean Blythe Egebert and Monday.
George Campbell, Marion, has
nooga. They returned Monday also spend the week-end with
talented dancers also proafter being treatThey reutrned Monday their parents.
dismissed
nooga.
nt.
been
entertainme
d
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Walker
night.
• dwiches and soft drinks ed for a hand injury.
Princewere the guests of her sister,
games
Rogers,
Elkton,
Penick,
Dorothy
Sullivan
Mrs.
bingo
Mrs.
and
sale
• on
is spending this week with Mr. Mrs. Roy Cooke and Mr. Cooke
• played, under the direction ton, underwent a tonsilectomy
in Salem Tuesday.
and Mrs. G. M. Pedley.
last Tuesday.
yde Kercheval.
James Edward King, Mexico,
acing, which started about
o'clock, drew an attendance underwent a tonsilectomy Sat7
ore than 200, including urday.
EASTER KEYNOTER: Checks are tops for very young ladies
Mrs. R. W. Ogilvie, Princeton, as well as their mamas this season. Jane Engel suggests this
y members of the Armed
trim topcoat of black and white Shepherd's checks with red
from Camp Campbell and has been dismissed.
binding and buttons, matching bonnet.
p Breckenridge. Prizes were
Battalion Band.
the Annex.
ded winners of the jitterbug
of
Upon entering, corsages
7:30 P.M., Evening Worship.
waltz contests, which were
for the girls
carnations
white
Message: "The Alternatives of
(- the direction of B. H. Mcand red carnations, for the chap- FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Faith." Rev, Kenneth G. Phifer.
ey.
erones, were presented by mem- Charles P. Brooks, Minister
Monday, March 27, 10 A. M.,
coment
entertainm
bers of the
Bible School, 9:45.
Aid meets in the Annex.
Ladies
ns
elaEntertai
been
Taylor
.
mittee. The rooms had
Morning worship, 11:00.
Friday, March 27-31,
Monday,
Evening worship, 7:00.
borately decorated by GSO girls,
h Dinner Party
Spiritual Emphasis
P.M.,
7:30
7:00.
Midweek service,
Day colors
Rumsey Taylor entertain- who used St. Patrick's
Phifer
Choir rehearsal Wedensday Services: Rev. Kenneth G.
Refreshscheme.
color
their
for
ith a dinner party Saturday
will lead our thinking.
night 7:45.
by
prepared
were
also
. at their home on Locust ments
.
, in honor of Rumsey Tay- GSO girls and chaperones
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Present were Misses Madge
Jr., and his visitor, Gordon
1:30 a.m. Bible Study and
Hobgood,
Lou
Robbie
Boteler,
Tenn.
a,
Chattanoog
h of
communion each Lord's Day.
Bookn
Gwendoly
Ingram,
. . . take a
Terry
Cleo
pests were Margaret
Preaching only, Third Sunday
Elizabeth
Martha Jane Lester, Suz- er, Joanne Wolcott,
Margaret Lof- at 3:00 p.m.
Sparks, Barney Linton, Gray, Jo Hudson,
Mr. and Mrs. Cordie Cook Mcpretty Hat
Anna
an Smith and Rumsey Tay- tus, Margaret Jane Sholar,
Daniels, Princeton, on the birth
ERIAN
PRESBYT
CENTRAL
e
Imogen
Maude McConnell,
Len,
of a son, Clarence Rex
Pastor, John N. Fox
Stevens, Elizabeth Ann Sholar,
and watch eyes
March 16.
S. S. Supt., Leonard Groom
• • •
Louise McConnell, Barbara Nell
p.m.,
24-7:30
March
Party
ner
Friday,
Wadlington,
COmmins, Edith
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Rawley,
meets in the home
Frank T. Linton enterturn your way
Barnett, Nakomis Sharp, Evitom Club
Virgie
This is the North Jefferson Street, on the
Calloway.
Mrs.
-1 at her home on Locust
of
Alice
Cowin,
Jane Crowell, Betty
date for the second play practice. birth of a son, March 17. He has
t Sunday night, with a dinCrowell, Janelle Lester, Emma
Sunday, March 26, Beginning been named Gary Curtis.
party for her son, Barney.
• • •
Glass, Kathleen Walker, Alice
Emphasis Services.
ts were Martha Jane Lester,
take a soft tailVirginia Lois Childress, of Spiritual
Crowell,
Leslie Edward
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Suzanne
School.
Church
Davis,
A.M.,
9:45
garet Terry
LitMartha
,
Henderson
Rebekah
10:45 A.M., Morning Fellow- Patterson, Princeton, Route 1, on
ks, Rtunsey Taylor, Jr.,
ored Suit and
tlepage, Curley Morse, Marjorie
Message: "How Big Is the birth of a daughter, Linda
ship.
•on Smith and Barney LinVirWylie,
Clayton, Marguerite
12.
God?" Rev. Kenneth G. Phifer, Lee, March
watch how
ginia Satterfield, Dorothy McFranklin, Tenn.
Collum, Juliet Pepper, Laverne
Reads The Leader
quickly your
p Campbell Soldiers Lewis, Mary Magurean, Estelle 6:30 P.M., Pioneers meet in Everybody
Lillie
,
Satterfield
Lester, Martha
e Dance At Elks
Wardrobe
Estelle Lester,
formal Anniversary Dance, Belle Childress,
and Dorothy
Loftus
Margaret
412th
"A"
Battery
by
says Spring--red F.A. Battalion, Camp Ann Davis.
Mary
Miss
were
s
Chaperone
bell, was given at the Elks
Mrs. Louise Kevil,
Wednesday night, March Wilson Eldred,
and Mrs.
om 9:30 to 11:30 o'clock, in Mrs. Bergitta Ratliff
t• of Princeton GSO girls. E. E. Bagshaw.
About sivty-five soldiers atwas furnished by memtended.
of the 8th Armored Infantry
. . take a

Nr

At The Churches

Take a Feminine
Look At

The Leader
Congratulates
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Flatter your feet
with gleaming

black patellt

sweet print
cut to the
lovely figure---

PIA lIT
Shaped right to fit right
It fits your shape because it
was "designed on a shape for
shape," as well as size. All
Barbizon slips are! If you go
for a double.bias top, straight-

. . take a trip to
Like a whiff of spring.,enchanting patents.. styled
with the wise young charm that lifts Cont-.es'way
op out of the ordinary ..also Black Gabardine,
Army Russet Calf, Town Brown Calf.

. . . take a casual coat

Barnes for your

and complete your

feminine Easter

Spring Ensemble.

accessories---

cut, "won't-ride.won't bunch"
skirt, the Prim Fit is YOUR
-Barbizon slip. Popular shades
apd sizes.Rayon Crepe Romola.
•

Exclusive at

The Exclusive Ladies' Store

HOPKINSVILLE,

DNAMER'S

"Fine Shoes - Fitted By X-Ray"

KENTUCKY

r1 . 10h.

r

0
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Corn Land Requires
Ample Fertilizer

New Hunting And
Fishing Laws To
Benefit Sportsmen

Support Of Farm
Prices Continued
Through April
The War Food Administration
has announced a continuation of
dairy production pa y m en ts
through March and April. The
Kentucky rates are 8 cents a
pound for butterfat and 50 cents
a hundred for whole milk.
• The 1944 schedule of support
prices for farm products is about
the same as proposed January
26 for most products, February
18 for canning vegetables, and
February 17 for hay and pasture
seeds.
Support for hogs is based on
Chicago prices of $13.75 a hundred for good to choice butcher
hogs weighing 200 to 270 pounds,
through September 30, 1944; and
$12.50 a hundred for hogs weighing 200 to 240 pounds, from October 1 through March 31, 1945.
At present the $13.75 price is
being applied to hogs weighing
270 to 330 pounds.
Tobacco of the 1944 crop will

Watch Your
Kidneys!
Help Them Cleanse the Blood
of Harmful Body Waste
Your kidneys are constantly filtering
waste matter from the blood stream. But
kidneys sometimes lag in their work—do
not act ae Nature intended—fail to remove impurities that, if retained, may
poison the system and upset the whole
body machinery.
Symptoms may be nagging backache,
persistent headache,att•cks of dizziness,
getting up nighte, swelling, puffiness
under the eye•—• feeling of nervous
anxiety and loss of pep and strength.
Other signs of kidney or bladder disorder are sometimes burning, scanty or
too frequent urination.
There should be no doubt that prompt
treatment ii wiser than neglect. Use
Doon's Pills. Doun's have been winning
new friends for more than forty years.
They have • nation-wide reputation.
Are recommended by grateful people the
country over. Ask your nsiyabor I

DOAN' PILLS
He Had Been Victim Of Nervous Indigestion And Sluggish Elimination Until He
Could Hardly Eat, Sleep Or
Work, Says Mr... Brooks.
Peels Like Different Man,
Now.
"I was twenty pounds underweight and I sufferend so much
from nervous indigestion that I
felt miserable all the time. Retonga not only gave me the relief I so badly needed, but I
have regained declares Mr. Turner Brooks, Route 5, Madisonville,
Ky., for twenty-two years a miner
for the Pine Hill Coal Company.
"I brought nervous indigestion
for about five years," continued
Mr. Brooks," and although I
tried many medicines, diets, and
treatments I seemed to get nowhere. My nerves got into such
shape that I could sleep only a

fertilizer
use of plenty of
of
periods
for corn pays during
new
a
says
prices,
high grain
Kenleaflet published by the
and
tucky College of Agriculture
interests
Home Economics in the
production. Here
of boosting corn
about the use
says
it
is what
of fertilizers:
On well-manured, highly fermore
tile soil, use 200 pounds or
to
of 20 percent superphosphate
The

Quail Season Fixed
At Nov. 10 to Dec. 31
Throughout State;
Streams Protected
ay Jaines J. G.0p.11
the
in
Frankfort—Changes
open hunting seasons for various
wild animals and birds were
made in a bill passed by the
legislature last week and signed
by the Government.
The ban on fishing during all
of May was changed to prohibit
it from to May 29, which gives
the fisherman an opportunity to
fish Declaration Day, May 30.
The new hunting seasons were
fixed as follows: Quail, or bob
white, and rabbits, November10-December 31; mink, 'possum,
raccoon, skunk, muskrat and red
fox, December 1 - January 31;
squirrel, August 1-September 15,
closing that date and re-opening
SAILORS MEET HERO'S SISTER—Sailors at the Chicago Seragain November 24-December
vice Men's center get an idea what south sea maidens wear from
Talia Wermuth, dancer sister of Capt. Arthur Wermuth, "one-man 31; pond, bull or jumbo frogs,
army of Bataan," now held as a Jap prisoner of war. Talia enter- June 1-May 1: 'possum and ractains frequently at the center between shows at a large Chicago coon may be hunted and taken
hotel where she is now appearing. Sailors are, left to right: Bill
by dog only from November 1House, Newton, Mass.; Jim Tregillies, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Roy
January 31; on open season for
Myrick, St. Louis, Mo. (AP Photo).
otter and beaver; frogs may be
be supported at prices to farm- Good Burley Along
taken with either a hunting or
ers equivalent to 90 percent of Mississippi River
fishing license.
the parity price as of the beSeason was opened on the RuThat good Burley tobacco can
or
year,
ginning of the marketing
ffed Grouse or native pheasant to
the
along
grown
Mississippi
be
October 1 for Burley.
begin December 1 and end DeFarmers may borrow 85 per- river in farwest Kentucky was ember 15, with a daily bag limit
Meby
year
last
demonstrated
cent of the parity price of corn
cember 15, with a daily bag limit
as of October 1, 1944, and 85 Coy Cunningham in Croley com- of 10.
On
county.
percent of the parity price of munity in Hickman
Retail dealers may have in
wheat as of July 1. Cotton loans an acre and six-tenths he pro- possession at any one day a maxmay equal 90 percent of the duced 2,556 pounds that sold for imum of 50 rabbits and wholean average of $47.41 a hundred.
parity price as of August 1.
a maximum of 500.
He grew Ky. No. 16 on land salers
Landowners may kill at any
and
manured
heavily
been
had
Tooth decay has been a pertime wild animals damaging
sistent plague since early hisoric treated with commercial ferti- their crops, but must deliver imand
hundred
fifty
Three
lizer.
time.
pounds of leaf was primed, ac- frriediately the body of the animal
cording to County Agent Warren to a conservation officer or the
sheriff with proof of the crop daThompson.
mage.
The annual license fee for live
Todd Farmers Will
bait dealers was reduced from
$29 to $5.
Work War Prisoners
The law protecting streams
The Farm Bureau in Todd
few hours during the night, and
this' made me feel very weak county has arranged with the was extended to provide that if
all the next day. I surely had a commanding officer at Camp an employe in the course of his
time with constipation, and it Campbell for farmers to use work pollutes a stream both he
took the most powerful laxatives prisoners of war as laborers and his employer may be punishI could use to give me any relief throughout the year. Transporta- ed.
Provision was made for issuing
at all. I lost 20 pounds in weight, tion will be provided by the
and I lost many days from work. farmer, or by the Camp at the to residents of Ohio, Indiana and
"I was simply amazed at the rate of a cent and a half a mile. Illinois licenses good for the
relief Retonga gave me. I am Prisoners will be paid $1.50 a Ohio River only, at the same fee
ravenous at every meal, I have day for seven hours work from as the resident Kentucky licenregained the twenty pounds I February 1 to May 1, $2 per ses.
Kentucky's boundary extends
lost, and I sleep fine The consti- day for eight hours work from
pation is relieved too. I am on May 1 to October 15, and $1.80 to lower wator mark on the northe jdb every day feeling fine. a day for seven hours work from thern or western bank of the
Ohio, giving this State control
Retonga is the finest medicine I October 15 to December 3.
over the major part of the river.
ever saw."
The new statutes authorizes the
Retonga is intended to relieve Minerals Help To
Kentucky State Disivision of
distress due to Vitamin B-1 defi- Build Fertility
Game and Fish to sell the specciency, constipation, insufficient
C. V. Bryan, farm agent in
flow of digestive juices in the
Taylor county, reports that farmstomach, and loss of appetite.
ers who have improved their
Accept no substitute. Retonga
soil through the addition of minmay be obtained at Dawson's
erals are getting good returns.
Drug Store. (adv.)
This year they have more than
5,000 tons of hay which they
are selling at an average of $25
a ton. They also have more livestock than at any time in the
OrCEITAIII DAYS" Of Tlfe Math?
history of the county. To further
functional periodic disturbances
enrich their fields and pastures, Do
make you feel nervous, cranky, irrithey have purchased 1,100 tons of table. fidgety, tired and "dragged out"
such times?
rock phosphate in the last two —at
Then start at once—try Lydia R.
Finkham's Vegetable Compound to
months.

the acre.
moderately fertile soil,
On
where legume residues have been
plowed under, use at the row
300 pounds an acre of a fertilizer
high in phosphorus and potassium, such as a 0-12-12.
On soils low in fertility, apply
at the row 500 pounds art acre
of 6-8-6, or other fertilizer high
in nitrogen and potash.

How To Reli
Bronchiti

CreonitasiOn
cause it goes right to #:
trouble to help loo,
germ laden phlegm, 1:
to soothe and heal t
flamed bronchu,'
branes. Tell your
a bottle of Creou,
derstanding you Iitt
quickly allays the con,:
to have your money bakk,
The afternoon rather than the
forenoon is the better time in
which to cut hay, says the Ken- for Coughs,Chect Colds 8
tucky College of Agriculture and
Home Economics. Hay cut in
the afternoon contains no dew
and so is dry when cut. Also,
hay cut in the afternoon contains
more starch and more dry mat-

CREOMULSI

MORI
EGGS!

Ann
SHERIDAN LEADS CONGA LINE—With Actress
WAVES
Sheridan leading, smiling soldiers, sailors, marines and
Chicago
the
of
room
ter.
swing into action in the new Pan-American
Thomas
Service Men's center. Behind Miss Sheridan are Cpl. Y.; Pvt.
Sullivan, Tulsa, Okla.; WAVE Ealeanore Topp, Ilton. N. Aloisio.
Everybody reads The Leader!
Gilbert DeShon. San Diego, Calif.; PFC Marine Phyllis
Pa.; .se
Norwood Park, Ill.; Yeoman George Bobby. Philadelphia.
Schaack.
PFC. Marine Alma Carlson. Denver, Colo., and Jack
Chicago. (AP Photo).
Another provision of the bill
ial licenses through agents in the
every licensed fur dealcompels
15
them
allowing
states,
three
receipt
OPTOMETRIST
cents out of each fishing license er in Kentucky to issue a
he
fee and 25 cents for each seining to each person from whom
E. Main et.
Phone 250
purchases furs or skins of furand hoop net license sold.
forth
setting
A provision in the bill divid- bearing animals,
ing Kentucky into northern and the number and kind of furs or
southern sections with different skins, the date of the purchase,
open seasons for quail was elimi- and the price paid for each
nated by the House before the fur or skin. The dealer shall
make out a duplicate receipt at
bill went to the senate.
Housing your hens ins.
c
A provision for trot-line fish- the same time, and obtain the
tary, rat-proof concrete posh',
TO BRING A
ing is as follows: No person shall signature and address on such
good way to insure b.gget egg
When built of concretilla poultry
take fish by the use of a trot duplicate of the person from
last•lifetime aod its modest Int
line, hand line, set line or throw the furs or skins were purchased.
be practically the last.
line with hooks attached to the On or before the end of each
Long-lasting concrete is the
line, or to leaders, in such a license year the dealer shall
terial for feeding floors, door(e
manner that the hooks may be send the duplicate receipts • to
milk house'', foundations, ,
manure pits, water tanks
brought closer than thirty-six the Division of Game and Fish,
with your garments left that help you raise more netinches apart, or by use of more and may be required by the
Send today for "tie'
than one of such lines in such Division to send in the duplicate
for cleaning.
If you need help,
a way as to bring the hooks at- receipts more often. Failure to
Concrete contracLi
In this manner, you will get
dealer.
tached to one line closer than send in as directed bars licensee
a WIRE HANGER back with
thirty-six inches to the hooks from obtaining license for the
following year.
your garments, and protect
attached to the other line.
your cleaning from wrinkling.
No person shall use, in taking
! PORTLAND CEMENT A
After teeth are fully formed,
fish, any line treated with a subI 4111hordiants Bank alda .
is
by
health
their
affected
not
Mame send me free booklet,'
stance designed to attract animal
oultry llousuly with Loomis.'
any articles of diet except starchor plant life, or insect life.
0 Also booklet oil__
The size of the minnow seine es and sugars.
2
.
•====.7.1%
was enlarged to 10 feet in length
DRY C1EA''
Rural deaths in 1943 decreased
and four feet in width or height,
with mesh not larger than one- 23 per cent as compared with
Phone 197
1942.
inch.
ANN

Dr. Hallie C. Watt
Please
Remember
WIRE
HANGER

Ip

Black
Jack
Kansas
FEW. NERVOUS

RESTLESS
HIGH-STRUNG

KEEP IT
ROLLING

Tractor And Farm
Machinery
REPAIR
SERVICE

Arizona's eight national forests
have a total area of more than
11,000,000 acres.
The United States Army uses
from nine to 10 times more
V-mail than the Navy.

relieve such symptoms. Finkham's
Compound Is famous not only to help
relieve monthly pain but also accompanying weak,[Irv". nervous'feelings of
this nature.
Taken regularly — Finkham's Compound helps build up resistance against
such symptoms. For years thousands
upon thousands of women and girls
have reported benefits. Follow label
directions. Well worth trying/

hds., White Points,
Breed to a proven Sire.
Plenty Good Mules by him
here in Caldwell Co.

nf
LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S ggpTou

here are more
Long Distance calls

BAY MORGAN
Bred Combination Saddle
and Work Horse.

Check your Equipment now, for needed Repairs

DON'T WAIT

every day"

Let our Shop Foreman help you with your

The Stock will stand here this season,at the stables
at Bud McChesney on West Main next to
Frank Guess Barbecue.

LOOK FOR SIGN

troubles!
Magnetos and Carburetors Checked and
Repaired.

*ad move of Num we sis•hurry
OWN sow bolero.

Acetylene Welding cowl general Repair

So wises the lights gel 'hick ea
&wog fletalsese rwitelshowrgs Ike
11•0{11
ore/wise ...in
wow eon le I solootee.''

Also I have a good supply of good
work mules siv
mares for sale or trade at all times.
Will pay high dollar for your surplus mules
saddle and work stock.

Titot'• tat help mosso people get
on glut whom Waring nests ototherls.
Southern BeU Telephone
tied Teletyroph Catongtowy
FEEDS, SEEDS, FENCE, FERTILIZERS
'JOHN DEERE FARM MACHINERY
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women selected to help
production and conwar efof food in the
short
tly attended a
of
University
the
t
College of Agriculture
Economics. They will
'stants to home demongents.
were
1 in the course
a making butter and
the farm; planning the
canning fruits, vegetmeats; dehydration of
how
d vegetables, and
aierkraut. Poultry and
Nuirements to meet
s were also discussed.
to
rt is being made
y farm family in the
uce all of its food for
and for every rural
produce to the limit
urces in gardening and

invention
Nashville
by modern safety
outmoded
precautions was salvaged for
scrap metal from the Sycamore
Powder plant near Ashland City,
Tenn., which produced explosives
from 1834 to 1904.
W. C. Jackson, son of a former
superintendent of the mill, said
that explosions on the powder
line occurred 80 frequently that
roofs were made in two hinged
sections. When there was tin -explosion, the roof sections could
be folded back into place.

who enrolled for the
d the counties in which
serve are: Miss Agnes
, South Madison and
e counties; Mrs. Goldach, Breathitt county;
y E. Bowling, Laurel
rs. Lurene C. Gibson,
unty; Mrs. Minnie R.
Hopkins county; Mrs.
Don, Lincoln county,

Wm. M YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

Mexico City (A')---A reader
written by a 12-year-old boy
Hector Ramirez Honey, has been
adopted as a textbook for public
schools throughout Mexico.
The book, called "Alpha," contains short stories and legends.
The author is a school boy at Pachuca, state of Didalgo.

Fredonia, Ky.

an Allied group of 13 missing for
MISSING NURSES REACH ITALY—Six U. S. army nurses of
display hob-nailed and toe and heeltwo months after their plane was forced down in Albania, where they were rescued by launch
plated shoes they wore on their hike to the Ad riatic coast, Ill.; Lillian Tacina, Detroit, Mich.;
,
and brought to Italy. Left to right: Lts. E. Watson, Oaklawn
S. D.; Ann Kopcso, Hammond, La.,
Pauline Knabie, Richland Center, Wis.; Elna Sch want, Winner,
and Frances Nelson, Matoaka, W. Vs.—(AP Wire photo).

WON 100,000 YIELD CONTESTS

C & poultry
modest Ill
t• IA the
rs, seal
bons, gese
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re needed
w to tar
I in beck
or bald*

RETIREMENT PLAN

Double Delivery
Hobart,Tasmania (JP)—Alfred
Hawkins became a father and
grandfather within two hours.
His 45-year-old wife Gladys and
20-year-old daughter Betty Nichols gave birth to sons in adjoining beds at a maternity hospital.
Both babies were named Steven

PFISTER
HYBRIDS

I
to sotatt7
,tter

Your first introduction
should tell you
WHY

LOCAL DEALERS:
HUBERT PINNEGAR, Princeton
PRINCE HDW. CO. Eddyville

ATES SEED CO.
Camargo, III.

who were soon to protect Flying Fortresses
GUNNERS BRIEFED FOR BERLIN RAID—Gunnersthe large-scale raid over Berlin on March 8,
and Liberator bombers from enemy fighters during
before take-off of the huge U. S. Eighth Air
are briefed on their job somewhere in England intense fighter interference sent up by Germans.
of
toll
heavy
took
gunners
These
groups.
Force
(AP Wirephoto).
canning a third more
percent of the corn acreage in ty report
February than was canin
meat
planted
be
will
county
Hancock
ned in that month last year.
to hybrid seed.'
As a test for erosion control,
Preparatory to an unusual
county
Jackson
in
Farmers
several farmers in Lewis counsewing, Jeffergiven farm machinery care- amount of home
have
are
ty are trying out kudzu.
ers
homemak
county
son
ion
ful overhauling in preparat
In Leslie county, 4-H club
g
repairin
and
oiling
,
cleaning
for spring work.
members have applications on
Interest of farmers in Magof- iewing machines.
file for approximately 12,000 fin county in Brown Swiss cattle
Whitley county farmers will
•
chicks.
continues to increase, with the plant a larger acreage of sorgThe largest percentage of root- demand greater than the supply.
hum this year. as a cash crop
rot resistant tobacco seed ever
Five thousand acres of meadow
being
is
to take the place of hemp.
county
counsold in Bullitt
and pasture land in Taylor
purchased by farmers there ty will be top-dressed with
The prices of women's cloththis year.
ground limestone this spring.
are almost ten
It is estimated that 3,000,000
In Garrard county, 257 boys ing in Holland
acres of corn will be grown in and 102 girls are taking projects times normal.
Kentucky this year.
in agriculture, gardening topIt takes a rubber tree six
It is estimated that at least 75 ping the list with 98 members
years to mature.
enrolled.
A large percentage of the toEngland's death rate was at
bacco beds in Ballard county
lowest level in her history
the
e
blueston
with
eated
ti
be
will
the first nine months of
during
year.
and lime this
1943.
counHomemakers in Caldwell

Ky. Farm News
AD STOCK - HORSES, MULES
COWS, HOGS AND SHEEP
Your dead stock is needed for grease to
e explosives.
We render grease to help defeat the Axis.
We remove promptly and free of charge.
Do your part by calling.

Kentucky Rendering Works
PRINCETON, KY.
Phone 423 or 240-R Collect
COLLECTORS OF WASTE GREASE

g_ Aardzops

IF YOUR NOSE
"CLOSES Ur
TONIGHT
-purpose Va-tro-nol up each
n4.:tril. it (1) shrinks swollen

Put

mfort
nvenience
mpiete Service
And, of course, a cordial reception and
t
careful attention to your entertainmen
during your stay are yours, always, at

HE

ENTUCKY
HOTEL
locatlouisville's newest and most centrally
ed home-away-from-home, in Kentucky's
your
metropolis ... Prices will conform to
service
'ea of moderate charges for

membranes,(3) soothes irritation,
(3) relieves transient nasal congestion ... and brings greater
breathing comfort.
Follow the complete
directions
In folder.

mks

VAIRO-NOL

CONSTRUCTION
WORKERS
WANTED

115111111i11111111f

BY TVA FOR
KENTUCKY DAM
AND
FONTANA DAM
UNSKILLED AND
SEMISKILLED
JOBS OPEN
•Experience not required
•48 hour minimum workweek
•Tim and a half over 40 hours
•Room and board at low cost
•Transportation paid
Apply at the
UNITED STATES
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

War Manpower
Commission
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
203 East Ninth Street

For
Writ-*•.1
Wm- a

HELP WANTED

The naval rank of commodore
is the equivalent of the Army's
brigadier general.

hybrid brands map knaves together you have • yield
And •n av•rag• forms — farms Ilk, your own — PlIst•r Flywost isf these yield contests. Today, see your local dealer
You know, It costs no mor• C.
r 1944 PAst•r Hybrid s•irsi.
ed raise the best . . . . no why gamble on less.

'FIST ER
lYBRIDIS

Cracks Pants Precedent

Service Insurance
Agency

12-Year-Old Boy
Writes School Book

Mrs. Evelyn McGaw, Webster
county; Mrs. Thelma Myers, McCracken county; Mrs. Vercil
Utterbach, Franklin county; Mrs.
Bonnie Wesley, Casey county;
Windes, Christian
Mrs. Cora
county, and Miss Betty Spencer,
Negro assistant for Fayette, Jes/amine and Madison counties.
Training schools for additional
workers will be held at a later
date.

T. P. Miller of a ea county.
who annually plants several
London 'VP)—For the first time acres to woodland trees, has
in the British House to Commons ordered 3,000 each of black
there is a woman reporter re- locust and white pine.
Test made at the Kentucky cording the debates In shortland.
Mrs. Jean Winder is the pinner.
Agricultural Experiment Station
indicate possibilities in the use of
During January and February
mechanical hayltiers. A forcedof 1944, 200 million more pounds
air hay-drying system developed
of lard were produced than durby the Tennessee Valley Authoriing the Same months in 1943.
the
at
barn
a
in
ty %vial installed
station. It included an electric
motor and two fans which forced
air through wooded ducts over
INSURANCE OF ALL
which hay was spread.
KINDS
Alfalfa hay in the morning was
put in the same afternoon. Although it contained about twice
as much moisture as hay normally does when put in the mow,
results were surprisingly good.
All of it graded U. S. No. 1 or
better. No leaves were lost and
the color was greener than any
of the goverment standards. Sheep
liked the hay and required less
grain to be in good Condition.
The drier cost 15 cents a square
Whatever your age it is none too soon to begin
foot space to install, and used 40
preparing for your retirement. If you are still young,
kilowatt hours of electricity to
cure a ton of hay. Men at the
time will take care of that. The sooner you start a
say this
Experiment Station
costs were more than justified in
results obtained.
It has been found that alfalfa
the less you will have to save for it. Let me show you
hay cured in the usual way
loses at least a fifth of its value,
the figures.
mostly in the leaves that fall off,
and leaves are the most valuable part of the hay. There
also is a loss in sweating, when
hay is cured in the usual manner.
It is believed that the mechanical
NEW YORK LIFE INS. CO.
drier results in a saving of a
Princeton, Hy.
Phone 81
third to a half more feed value
111 W. Market St.
in clover and alfalfa hay.

Hay Drier Tested
In Station Barn

Powder Pioneers
Hit The Roof

Thursday, March

30

THESE ARE WAR JOBS

Assigtan\
Persons In other war work
should not apply

The boy in the tank and the
man on the tractor are partners — fighting partners — in
this war for Freedom! We
on the home front must furnish the food (16,000,000
more acres of it than last
year's rec?rd total), to supply
our boys with what they need

Production fight, your Standard Oil man is also a fighting partner. He is helping
the Southern farmer keep his
trucks, tractors and machinery fighting -fit by giving
helpful service and advice
on farm machinery maintenance and making dependable
fuels and lubricants available

for Victory.
With farm labor short, everywhere.
Always anxious to serve,
every piece of farm machind Oil man can
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y
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him for a
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Food
More
In this

Many Thousands
More Farmers Needed
IN 1944, TO WORK
CO-OPERATIVELY ON THESE
JOBS:
1-Raise More Food For Victory
2-Defend Agricultures' Rights
3-Defend Farmers' Rights
Against Encroachment
SIGN UP WITH

is a
BEST STRING LAXATIVE
all over the South

Your Farm Bureau

Caution Us* Only., Dir.tod

TAX
PAYERS
NOTICE
will be
Only a short time left before all unpaid taxes for 1943
and
now
advertised and sold. This means additional expense. Pay
save money. .
and 70
The law requires all male persons between the ages of 21
ion
execut
to
subject
is
salary
or
ty
to pay a poll tax. Your proper
to satisfy this bill.
and pay your
I am compelled to collect the taxes, and please call
taxes to avoid advertisement.

Mitchell (lift
Sheriff, Caldwell County, Kentucky
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Pin-up picture for the man who'"can't afford"
to buy an extra war bond...
You've heard people say: "I can't afford to buy an extra
War Bond." Perhaps you've said it yourself .. . without realizing
what a ridiculous thing it is to say to men who are dying.
Ye: it is ridiculous, when you think about it. Because today,
with national income at an all-time record high . . . with people
making more money than ever before . . . with less and less of
things to spend money for . . . practically every one of us has
extra dollars in his pocket.
The very least that you can do is to buy an extra $100 War

The id
surface .
for furnitu

FLAXPLO-W
PREP

ELD
Bond . . . above and beyond the Bonds you are now
buying or
had planned to buy. In fact, if you take stock of
your resources
and check your expenditures, you will probably find
that you can
buy an extra $200 ... or $300 . . . or even
$500 worth of War
Bonds.
Sounds like more than you "can afford"?
Well, young soldiers can't afford to die, either . . . yet they do
it when called upon. So is it too much to ask of us that we
invest more of our
money in War Bonds . .. the best investment
in the world today?
Is that too much to ask?

Let's all BACK THE ATTACK!
This Advertisement Sponsored By The Fo

llowing:

Princeton Steam Laundry
Federated Stores
Sula & Eliza Nall
Goldnamer's
Service Insurance Agency

Princeton Livestock Co.
Bedford McChesney
Princeton Federal Savings
& Loan Association
The Lillie F. Murphy Store
C. A. Woodall Ins. Agency

Claude Robiesoe
JOHN DEERE IMPLEMENTS

LaNeave's
Dr. W. L. Cash, Mayor
Ky. Rendering Works
Claude P'Pool

Bodenhamer's
Oliver's D-X Service Station
Cornick Oil Co.
Refinery Sales Corp.
Modern Beauty:8g Barbe
1

0
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Homemakers s

Crider Homemaker

Hollowell.
(By Gladys Ruth Moore)
The March meeting of the
Miss Dorothy Brasher Is :!1 of
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Revival services of the CumCrider Homemakers' Club
Church measles this week.
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esday afternoon with
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Wigginton, demonstrated caning
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Miss Mary Ellen Boaz, of chairs as the major project lessestock, cultivate more acrea
Mrs, Minnie Campbell is ill of
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needs.
Evansville, was a week-end gues son. Mrs. W. W. Glenn, recrea• hills, meet other
strep throat this week.
and Mrs. D.
tion leader, entertained the group
Miss Cotha Hollowell, of Ed- of her parents, Mr.
ome in, phone or write
of 0. Boaz.
with a contest, "Know Your
dyville, was a week-end guest
E.
Mr. and Mrs. Lexie Tosh, of Seeds." The club then adjourned
laurice French, Manager
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. G.
St.
Crider, were Sunday guests of to meet April 19, with Mrs. J.
one 470 106442 Market
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clothes collection in each scho
Mrs. H. E. Tosh.
PRINCETON, KY.
C. Myers.
April 6.
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Baldwin
Mrs. Yates' guests were Mesare:
ict
distr
this
Counties in
and children, of Bowling Green, dames W. W. Glenn, Sarah MyHick
on,
McCracken, Ballard, Fult
were week-end guests of Mrs. ers, Gilliam Wigginton, P. M.
all,
man, Carlisle, Graves, Marsh
Baldwin's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Adamson, Virgil Coleman, L. W.
,
Calloway, Trigg, Caldwell, Lyon T. L. Grubbs.
Guess, A. D. McElroy, Bob WilLivingston and Crittenden.
Jimmie Ray, of Evansville, liams, Misses Nell Guess and
was a week-end guest of his Grace Adamson.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Ray.
The B. T. U. of the Baptist
Eddyville Road
church gave a social Thursday
night.
Mrs. Marion Harvill has accepted a position as part time
telephone operator at the Fredonia telephone office.
Rev. Thomas of Tennessee, filled the pulpit of the Baptist
church here Sunday.
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Eddyville Road Homemakers'
Club met Friday afternoon with
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PRE -EASTER SPIRITUAL
EMPHASIS SERVICES

NOTICE!
R
PRICED FO

SRA & ELIZA NALL

PURSE!

e gas, good
We have a new supply of whit
if two gallons or
grade of oil-50c per gal.
more are bought at one time.

Over
500 Patterns
in stock
4c to 75c
roll

used parts
Also some car reliners, some
for cars and trucks.

YOUR

special
We are offering
papers in
prices on many
room for
-)rder to make
ng in
comi
rns
patte
new
daily.

mechanic
We do all kinds of automobile
work. See us today.

CORNICK OIL CO.
R. B. Williams, Mgr.

Hopkinsville St.

March
26-32

7:30
P.M.

Central Presbyterian Church
March 26 A. M.-"How Big Is God?"
P. M.-"The Alternatives Of Faith"
March 27 647.4 Centrality Of Jesus"
March 28 "The Foolishness Of God"
March 29 "The Weakness Of God"
March 30 "Easter Always Comes"
March 31 "The Revolutioaist"
All people are invited
h G. Phifer, pastor of the First
Guest Preacher: The Rev. Kennet
Tennessee.
Presbyterian Church of F-ranklin,
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Singing Features
Moon Services

First, come in and select your new suit
for spring and Easter. Choose NOW
while selections are greater . . . Society
Brand, Curlee, Timely Clothes. Then look
over our important accessories.
Creams Good Cream
1Q
lo pkg. .
Sandwich 12-oz.

Cakes
Tenderoni

Spring Highlights

wasm

STETSON HATS

in all dried
as long as

Hot Sauce
Rico

Makes Everything Snappy

SilviserranDdottar

Van Ciunp's

pkg. 10(

$7.50, $8.50, $10.00
MALLORY HATS

$5.00 and $6.50

Don't take chances on ill-fitting or
poorly constructed shoes for your
child.

Coffee

Loving

21C

Cup
I13
P1.111%
The Coffee with the wonderful flavor

DELICIOUS FOR PIES-2 cans 29e

100 lb. bag (when packed).. $2.95

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
NEW TEXAS CABBAGE
firm crisp heads
Cobbler eating
POTATOES

In ths Interest of
moat loot dovolopment a n d
future foot corn.
fort Insist on
BID GOOSE
SHOES.

109 Lb. BAG WHEN

Sweet Florida
ORANGES 150 size

10 1/:
PAcKm14,/
1 k

Fresh Fruit, Freak Vegetables, Fresh Meat. More for your Mon

13,1 %tiled States leo,
Pc4ects and Siawapi
Exclusive Al

CASH & CARRY

